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Members of the State Future Caucus Network,
 
Your participation in MAP’s State Future Caucus Network (SFCN) demonstrates a commitment to
advancing bipartisan, future-oriented legislation on issues disproportionately affecting the Millennial
and future generations. Through the SFCN, Future Caucuses across the country are using measurable
data to identify and advance effective policy solutions. This document, Best Practices for Future Caucus
Success, shares proven tips and suggestions you can utilize in the development of your Future Caucus. 
 
To provide context for the creation of this document, it’s helpful to know how MAP got to this point. In
2013, MAP founded the nation's first and only bipartisan caucus for young members of Congress – the
Congressional Future Caucus. We have since scaled that model of engaging young elected officials
across party lines to 29 state legislatures throughout the country.  Members of the SFCN demonstrate
success by working across the aisle to foster post-partisan solutions on the issues most pressing to the
country’s youngest generations including student debt, entrepreneurship, democracy reform, and more.
In addition to transcending political tribalism state by state, MAP prioritizes bridging the gap across
state lines with our annual Future Summit – a national conference for young state legislators from
across the political spectrum. 
 
While I am incredibly proud of all of the achievements of the SFCN, it is important to ensure that we
continue to strengthen the infrastructure of the Network and individual caucuses. At the 2018 Future
Summit, members of the SFCN discussed measures of Future Caucus success. From those
conversations, and subsequent input from policymakers across the country, we developed this
document to guide Future Caucus management, maintenance, and maturation.
 
Best Practices for Future Caucus Success is your resource of strategies to activate your caucus, identify
priority issues, amplify caucus impact, and more. We encourage you to reach out and share
accomplishments from your state. Let us know if you have questions or need additional support for
Future Caucus plans.
 
Our generation is uniquely positioned to make “working across the aisle” the norm.  Thank you for your
commitment to the mission and your willingness to serve. 
 
 
Onward, 
 
 
 
 
Cherisse N. Eatmon
Director of State Caucus Network
cherisse@millennialaction.org
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A Future Caucus. . .

Social Activities

Plan a district swap 

Start an intramural team

Volunteer together

Host a happy hour

Support your local sports teams

 

Goals for a Future Caucus

Caucus Leadership 

Motivate & Engage
All caucuses are led by a bipartisan pair (or more) of state legislators.  Co-chairs

serve as the driving force behind the caucus by keeping members motivated

and building caucus momentum.

Organize & Report
The most important responsibilities of the co-chairs are to lead the process of

planning caucus activities and reporting caucus progress to MAP staff.

Replenish Leadership 
As co-chairs near the end of an agreed upon leadership term, they must

coordinate with MAP to identify and replenish leadership. 

ACTIVATE YOUR CAUCUSACTIVATE YOUR CAUCUS

The caucus should organize caucus activities to strengthen inter-caucus relationships.

Advances bipartisan, future-oriented legislation  on issues that
disproportionately affect the Millennial and future generations 
Identifies and leads on issues with measurable data and results-oriented
solutions
Fosters innovative and futuristic thinking with a culture of creative, post-
partisan collaboration 
Encourages youth engagement and outreach during policy development
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Meetings

During session, the most effective caucuses meet on a weekly basis. Caucuses
should develop annual plans identifying priority issues, ways the caucus will support
legislation, potential community events, and more.

MAP TIPMAP TIP

ACTIVATE YOUR CAUCUSACTIVATE YOUR CAUCUS

Caucus Membership 

Opt-Out vs. Opt-In
State caucuses traditionally take an 'opt-out' approach and invite all state legislators
40 and under to participate in caucus activities. Establishing an 'opt-in' approach is
an option if that better suits the caucus' needs. Caucus co-chairs should
communicate membership qualifications and expectations to all eligible legislators.

Age Limit
State caucuses typically consider all state legislators ages 40 and under to be
eligible for caucus membership. In special circumstances, caucus membership is
extended to state legislators ages 45 and under.

District Composition & Interests
Legislators with a special interest in the needs of future generations, and those
elected officials representing a uniquely high number of young people, are also
encouraged to participate in caucus activities.
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Ensure meeting agendas include discussions on policy interests of members,

legislative advancements, and caucus events.

Set ground rules to standardize expectations among all members.

After caucus meetings, circulate meeting minutes to members in attendance,

members unable to attend, and MAP staff.

Develop a plan for next steps to keep members engaged and maintain caucus

momentum.



Caucus leadership should provide guidance in developing priority issues with
potential for bipartisan momentum. 

Criteria To Consider

Issues with high importance to the state’s long-term interests
Issues where young people hold a unique perspective to reframe the debate
in future-oriented terms
Issues fostering innovative opportunities for collaboration across the
political spectrum
Issues with potential for success but lacking legislative champions

The following issues have gained momentum across the SFCN and have seen

bipartisan, legislative success.

Priority Issues

Democracy Reform

To encourage civic engagement, especially among younger generations, we

must rebuild the public’s trust in government. States are on the front lines of

developing innovative solutions to today’s democracy reform issues and

restoring voter confidence. Legislative examples include:

Government accountability, ethics, and transparency 

Access to voting and redistricting reform
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Caucus members can agree to invite policy experts or request that MAP organize a
policy briefing with an expert individual or organization.

MAP TIPMAP TIP

CHOOSE PRIORITY ISSUESCHOOSE PRIORITY ISSUES



Higher Education & Student Debt

Student loan debt in the U.S. has ballooned to $1.5 trillion, making it the

second highest source of consumer debt in the country.  For 44 million

borrowers across the country, this worsening burden threatens long-term

financial stability and can pose serious, life-long obstacles. Legislative

examples include:

Affordability and accessibility of higher education, educational

opportunities 

Borrowers' rights for student loans

Higher education debt relief and economic opportunity

The Future of Work

Millennials make up nearly 40% of the nearly 60 million Americans in the 'gig

economy.'  As freelancers and gig workers too often serve as their own safety

net in the absence of traditional employment benefits, this growing trend

calls for new policy ideas. Legislative examples include: 

Workforce development and training for 21st century skills 

Portable benefits and the modernization of worker protections

Millennial “Brain Drain” is the exodus of young professionals and recent

graduates from the states where they attend educational institutions. This

presents a unique opportunity for legislators seeking to attract and retain

talent by encouraging young people to root themselves outside of major US

cities. Legislative examples include: 

Tax incentives as a path to home ownership 

State specific merit-based scholarship and loan relief programs

Attracting & Retaining Young Talent
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Some ways in which the caucus can support legislation include:

In its annual plan, the caucus should develop guidelines for the endorsement of bills. 
These guidelines should answer questions such as “Do bills need unanimous support,
or a simple majority, to be endorsed by the caucus?” and “In what ways will the caucus
support legislation?”

INTRODUCE & SUPPORT BILLSINTRODUCE & SUPPORT BILLS

MAP TIPMAP TIP

The ultimate measure of success for Future Caucuses is to enact
bipartisan, future-oriented legislation. 

Caucus co-chairs should communicate with MAP staff at least twice a month to share:

Report to MAP

Legislation the caucus is drafting or supporting 

A readout on previous meetings and plans for upcoming meetings

Plans for other future caucus activities

Changes in leadership or membership criteria  

Any media related to caucus priority legislation or activities 

How MAP staff can be of assistance in caucus maintenance and development

Coordinate bipartisan, Future Caucus member, co-sponsorship

Write a letter of support from the caucus or caucus leadership
Position the caucus on a coalition of organizations in support of a bill

Provide testimony on Future Caucus legislation
Hold a press conference on legislative advancements
Host a signing day ceremony with the Governor

Organize an event to build community support

Caucuses should identify opportunities to advance legislation. Below are ways a

Future Caucus can support its legislative agenda. Examples of caucus support are

listed in the appendices. 
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Support legislation



Community Engagement

MAP is available to co-host engagement events with the caucus. Community
activities should be organized to guide the caucus in issue awareness  and
amplify the caucuse's presence in the community. Some examples include:

Reverse town-hall with 

local community members

Day-long Millennial policy summit 

at the statehouse

Voter registration drive Red and Blue Dialogue

Issue-focused panel discussion

with expert organizations

Luncheon with young professional groups

to crowdsource ideas
7
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List bipartisan leadership to serve through the current legislative session:

_____________________________________________________________________________________

What are the qualifications for caucus membership?

___________________________________________________________________________________________

What community activities will the caucus organize to build support for issues or
legislation?
____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________

Caucuses have a limited amount of financial support allocated for caucus development. 
Be sure to let MAP staff know in advance if there is a request for financial assistance to
support caucus activities.
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What are priority issues or specific bills the caucus plans to address?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

In what ways will the caucus will support legislation?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

Early in each session, Future Caucuses should develop an annual plan for success. 
Please complete and submit the information below to MAP staff for review and approval.

How can MAP support your Future Caucus?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

What is the caucus meeting schedule and what are the meeting guidelines?

____________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________

 

MAP TIPMAP TIP

PLAN FOR SUCCESSPLAN FOR SUCCESS
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Appendix B: Coalition Participation   Pg. 12

Appendix C: Legislation Endorsement Letter Pg. 13

Appendix D: Capitol Day Resolution Pg. 14

Appendix E: Millennial Event Agenda   Pg. 15

Appendix F: Red and Blue Dialogue Guidlines  Pg. 16

Appendix G: MAP's Future Summit Pg. 17

Appendix A: Caucus Endorsement Letter  Pg. 11

Contact  MAP staff for additional ideas on formatting or utilizing templates.

MAP TIPMAP TIP

APPENDICIES
 

APPENDICIES
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APPENDIX A:
CAUCUS ENDORSEMENT LETTER

APPENDIX A:
CAUCUS ENDORSEMENT LETTER
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APPENDIX B:
COALITION PARTICIPATION

APPENDIX B:
COALITION PARTICIPATION
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APPENDIX C:
LEGISLATION ENDORSEMENT LETTER

APPENDIX C:
LEGISLATION ENDORSEMENT LETTER
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APPENDIX D:
CAPITOL DAY RESOLUTION

APPENDIX D:
CAPITOL DAY RESOLUTION
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APPENDIX E:
MILLENNIAL EVENT AGENDA

APPENDIX E:
MILLENNIAL EVENT AGENDA
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Reach out to MAP
Once you express interest in organizing a Dialogue, MAP staff will assist in arranging

event logistics including the discussion topic(s), date, and venue.  MAP has a limited

budget available to assist with event expenses.   

In 2018, the Millennial Action Project launched a series of community discussions called the

“Red and Blue Dialogues.”  Piloted in partnership with the Wisconsin Future Caucus, the Red

and Blue Dialogues engaged more than 200 community members in post-partisan,

community-level discussions.  MAP is looking to replicate this model with Future Caucuses

across the country and we want you involved. 

 

The purpose of the Red and Blue Dialogue series is to encourage conversations among

community members across the aisle, provide elected officials with opportunities to connect

with the community in non-partisan environments, and engage constituents on timely topics

and legislation.  Discussion topics have included bridging the partisan divide, higher

education, “fake news,” criminal justice reform, a post-2018 election discussion titled “You

voted-now what?” and more.

Invite your colleagues
The success of the event is dependent on conversations between community members

from across the political spectrum, as well as bipartisan representation from state

legislators.  Be sure to invite your colleagues to participate.

Engage the community
Following your leadership, MAP will recruit community members from your area.

Participate in the conversation
Once the logistics are confirmed, we want you to participate in the panel and

roundtable discussions.  MAP will compile notes and develop an event report to share

with panelists.

Are you interested in hosting a dialogue in your district?

APPENDIX F:
WI RED & BLUE DIALOGUE GUIDELINES

APPENDIX F:
WI RED & BLUE DIALOGUE GUIDELINES



4th Annual Future Summit
 

August 2020
Indianapolis, Indiana

SAVE THE DATE
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MAP's annual conference is the largest bipartisan gathering of young state
elected officials in the US. In today's polarized landscape, there are too few
opportunities for lawmakers to engage constructively across the aisle. The
Future Summit's ability to build relationships across state and party lines,

connect lawmakers with policy experts, and provide the tools legislators need
to govern effectively is unparalleled. 

 
We look forward to seeing you at next year’s summit!

For more information on the SFCN, Best Practices, or Future Summit:

 

Cherisse Eatmon

State Caucus Network Director

cherisse@millennialaction.org

APPENDIX G:
MAP'S FUTURE SUMMIT

APPENDIX G:
MAP'S FUTURE SUMMIT



1875 Connecticut Avenue NW, 10th Floor

Washington, DC 20009

 (202) 480-2051


